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Arriving at the airport, still feel the dream just got here. Also not so proud, because there are still many 

people who can be like me, or even exceed it. 

The sense of homesickness comes immediately when first entered the dorm. The smell of the 

bathroom, the smell of soap and the strange smells instantly pierced. Had a shock and could not accept. 

Moreover, the room that I will occupy, still piled other people's stuff. I took a deep breath. Trying to 

relax. 

 

I clean it slowly and I start to like the design of the table and the mattress. It fits perfectly. below to 

work and study, on top for a break. The first day, I slept so soundly because my head was dizzy. The 

body swayed like there was an earthquake. A week here, like so long, slowed down, it seemed like it 

was 25 hours a day. 

 

A week practically out of campus just for Jumatan. The rest is mostly in dorms and canteens. 

Occasional hanging out near the volleyball court, occasionally busy around the campus, take care of 

the document and this. Taste doubled because here people walk so fast.  

Pork and pork are lined up. The difference is thin. Eating can not go around. Now must think, which is 

lawful and not. At meal time, the sound of wasps rumbles. All Mandarin. Not a word I understand. 

Lots of home-made food. True, the shape is like meat, the texture is the same, it feels like, at a glance it 

makes no difference. But the content in it is different, because it is made of vegetables. Food 

technology in Taiwan is very advanced. 

 

Many of the food is instant, can directly cook only with microwaves. Buy instant soup with a 

microwave may be new here I do it. Do not ask it taste: tasteless. Eat plenty of options. I think if it's 

been a week, I eat it-that's all. Vegetables and vegetables. For a long time really become a true 

vegetarian. 

Anything electronic, buy a drink can be self-service, just enter the coins of Taiwan dollars, everything 

is all right. Want to wash clothes, dry clothes, 5x5cm fitted photos, rent a bike, to photocopy 



documents can be done alone. Without human assistance. 

 

Taiwan is one of the interesting places to visit. The name of this city began to skyrocket because the 

film that had boomed in Indonesia in the early 2000s. Yep, of course Meteor Garden. Who does not 

know Meteor Garden? Everyone must know all four of his handsome F4 actors. 

 

I studied at Management Business, Asia University Taiwan. In 2014, I've been through college for six 

semesters. I was studying undergraduate at Muhammadiyah University Surakarta. I received a lecture 

in Taiwan with a scholarship program. There are many scholarship systems provided by each 

university in Taiwan. Although everyday language is Mandarin, in Taiwan there are already many 

international classes with English-language lectures. 

Support facilities in dormitory fairly complete. Toilets are plenty, complete with no hot water and cold 

water. Complete. Most doors on campus are automatic. Dorm entry must use card similar to star hotel 

in Jakarta. Especially yes? the weather here is ordinary. Similar in Solo. Only cooler because 

surrounded by hills. But if it's Maghrib, the wind is piercing. One afternoon had a rain, but guns are 

super fast like in Indonesia. More like drizzle. 

A day to eat on campus can spend 50-75 dollars, meaning about 25 thousand - 37 thousand dollars. If 

you want a little bit, the price would be more expensive. 

 

In my opinion, the character of Taiwanese is more upholding Chinese customs than people living in 

China. The traditional values of Chinese culture are highly respected. This can be seen from the way 

the writing of letters using the Mandarin writing law is quite complex. Taiwanese also have a social 

character that is friendly, kind, peaceful, neat, clean and obedient rules. Their shortcomings are the fear 

of interacting with new people, especially if they have to communicate with English. 

 

In general, young people in Taiwan tend to be a bit hard to open minded, but now the culture of Taiwan 

has started to open with the globalization. Religious tolerance in Taiwan is good because people tend to 

atheist, but halal food is rather difficult to find. Taiwan has four seasons, winters are cold and in some 

snow areas. 

 

For those of you who miss Indonesia, you can hang out with friends from Indonesian Student 

Association (PPI) scattered in every university and every region of Taiwan. PPIs there often hold 

various socialization events and their members help each other to adapt. 

 

I am very happy to give opportunity to feel the program of student exchange in ndhu for one semester. 

many things I learned here. I learned a lot about tolerance among people of different religions, tribes, 

races and backgrounds from different countries. the thing that made the most memorable for me was 

the food here. because in indonesia i always feel the food is rich in herbs and spices. but here is 

different. for us Muslims to worship 5 days in a hard day here but OIA provides a special class for 

worshiping Muslims. so we are not worried about worshiping quietly. 

The environment in NDHU is very supportive for learning and interaction between students. With 



large buildings, clean and equipped with trash cans, dispensers and bathrooms in every corner of the 

building. I like when biking in the morning. because the large campus and has a neat tarmac road make 

us comfortable to bersepedaan and run around the campus. I like to have lunch with friends while 

looking at the scenery on the lake side. NDHU is also a tourist destination for tourists who want to see 

the beauty and architecture of the NDHU layout. so they can rent a room during fall or spring vacation. 

 

I was one of the International Business students, at first I realized that I was wrong to take a majors 

here, because in Indonesia I majored in business management, but there I feel lucky because I have 

many friends who differ from the point of view and think. 

I take 5 courses here, teaching here is very different in Indonesia, here when we are required to think 

logically logic and analyze the case of a company with good and true. and the teaching system is not 

available in Indonesia. I love Business Strategy and Analysis courses. Professor who is very friendly 

and bring the class situation to be crowded with the opinions and views of students when accepting 

cases of a company's problems. every time we go to college, the professor will direct the students to 

create a group and discuss the case of the company, after which each group will present all the 

discussions and discuss it with the other group. 

 

Last November I was given the opportunity to bring a typical dance from our country. The evening 

was so festive we saw how here we were viewed not as a minority but as a family who loved each 

other very much. 

 

I love Taiwan people, because they are so friendly and helpful. Once upon a while I was here, I was in 

trouble looking for halal food and one of my friends helped me find a food menu that did not contain 

pork. and I feel helped that moment.I hope I am given the opportunity to continue studying at NDHU I 

have plans to continue my master's program at NDHU because I see NDHU has the potential to 

promote good education. from the teaching system to the dormitory system, well organized so as not to 

make it difficult for students to interact in the campus area 

For friends who want to continue study abroad, I leave a message: to prepare as possible. Build good 

intentions, that college abroad is not for prestige. Intend to gain knowledge, to be blessed and useful. 

Plan well, fight for maximum, ask the blessing of parents. Promise later when given the opportunity to 

study abroad with a scholarship, it will give back to our country. Again, take the initiative in 

preparation, the just candidates are indeed worthy of being invested in scholarships. 

Again, in essence we who are currently or going to school abroad have the benefit to pave the way for 

Indonesia. You are elected or trusted country to be an ambassador of Indonesia in the country where 

study is the wings of the eagle is expected to scent homeland in the eyes of the world. You are the 

knights who have been waiting for his contribution to Indonesia after the study. Thank you 

Muhammadiyah University Surakarta and National Dong Hwa University who have given this trust, 

hopefully we later can be useful for the earth. Insha Allah. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


